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Principal, Dr Vijay Datta with the participants on the International Tiger Day
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One of the most important
and awe inspiring factors
of the Indian ecosystem is
Tiger- the national animal
of India. However, the
population of this majestic
animal
has
been
dwindling drastically in
the last few years and is almost
on the verge of extinction.

Mr Bittu Sahgal, an environmental activist , writer and the founder of
‘Sanctuary Nature Foundation,’ understanding the need of the hour; started
the movement- “Kids for Tigers.” His idea was to bring children to the
forefront to contribute significantly to safeguard the natural habitat of tigers
and protect them from being ruthlessly killed and poached for their skin and
claws.
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He realised that the children are the future of the world and through their
collective voice, they can generate awareness and help adults realise the gravity
of the situation and take corrective measures. Children from different schools
volunteered to protect tigers. Fortunately since 2006, the number of tigers has
increased from 1,411 to 2967 in 2018.
The students of Modern School Barakhamba
Road, celebrated the International Tiger Day on
29th July 2019 with great enthusiasm. In a grand
ceremony, the students put up an energetic show
for an encouraging audience. The events of the
spellbinding ceremony included lively dance
performances and a choir to attract the attention
towards the deserving cause of saving our
National Animal. The School amphitheatre
proved to be an apt venue for this natureoriented event. Dr Vijay Datta highly
Our masked Tigers
appreciated the efforts of the entire team.
The programmme curated and organised under the guidance of Ms Deepika
Prashar was a great success and conveyed the need for tiger conservation to the
target audience.

MOSAIC-- PATTERNS OF LIFE
The Inter-school Psych-Socio Fest, ‘Mosaic: Patterns of
Life,’ was organised by the Psychology and Sociology
Club of the Delhi Public School, R.K. Puram on 27 July
2019. This unique festival aimed to provide students
from 45 distinguished schools with a platform to merge
the thrill of competition with a great learning
experience.

Winner- Karina Chawla

The festival was a coalescence of nine events- Canvas, Poise, The Devil’s
Advocate, Mind Games, Showcase, Slam Poetry, Nemesis, Social Garage and
Glass Eye.
Karina Chawla (S7 I) participated in ‘The Devil’s Advocate’ and won the First
Position. The event was a turncoat debate, wherein, she had to speak both for
and against the topic ‘Behavioural Sciences should be made a pre-requisite
requirement for under- graduate law courses,’ for three minutes.
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SCIENCE FEST AT AHLCON PUBLIC SCHOOL
On 26th July 2019, 9 students of Modern School,
Barakhamba Road, participated in the Inter School
Science Fest- Innovention 2019, organised by the
Ahlcon Public School, Mayur Vihar Ph-1, Delhi.

Winners- Farhan Bakht Ahmed
and Vanshika Sharma

Students from Classes S1 and S2, S4 to S7
participated enthusiastically in all events like
‘Science Talk,’ ‘Sci-Fi,’ ‘Spectacle,’ ‘Scientific
Graffiti- Deface the Spectrum,’ ‘How and Why of
Science- Test your Science Quotient’ and showcased
their talents. The Science Fest provided a healthy
and competitive platform to enhance the scientific
temperament of the students.

Farhan Bakht Ahmed and Vanshika Sharma
(S5 G) bagged the First prize in ‘Scientific
Graffiti- Deface the Spectrum’ by beautifully
coordinating Science with art. Their unique
graffiti represented a beautiful combination of
what is the condition of our oceans now and what
will be in the near future if we are not careful.

VIRUS 2019

The Graffiti

A team of six students from Modern School, Barakhamba Road, participated in
the Computer and IT Skill Competition held at the Bluebells International
School on 27th July 2019 and secured a position each in three out of the four
events that were held. The following secured the corresponding positions in
various competitions:
Robotics: Shiv Gupta (S7 C) - First position
Tech Quiz: Rijul Ganju (S6 E) & Sanchit Suneja (S6 F) - First position
3x3 Cubing Event: Sanchit Ashish (S7 A) - First position
Out of 40 schools that participated, Modern School Barakhamba Road, bagged
the Rolling Trophy as the Best School for the second consecutive year.
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PREPARATION FOR THE 73RD INDEPENDENCE
DAY CELEBRATIONS.
As the 73rd Independence Day approaches,
Modern School Barakhamba Road is completely
geared up to present another spectacular
Independence Day programme on 9th August,
2019. Nearly 200 children are participating in
the various performances. The programme
comprises the choir, the Rupak, ‘Youngistaan
chhuegaa Aasman’ and a short play.
The Charismatic Choir

The enthusiastic participants have put in
their heart, mind, body and soul into the
rigorous practice schedules for the last
fifteen days. The 25th Air Chief Marshal,
Chief of the Air Staff Birender Singh
Dhanoa, PVSM, AVSM, YSM, VM, ADC
has kindly consented to be the Chief Guest
The Devoted Dancers
for this auspicious occasion.
Under the guidance of Mr Arindam
Dasgupta, Ms Alka, Ms Baisakhi Mr
Rajkumar and Ms Rumpa once again
Modern School is confident of putting up
a stellar show and win all hearts. The
constant
motivation,
support
and
encouragement
of
our
Principal,
Dr Vijay Datta is boosting the confidence
of students and teachers alike to ensure
that the Independence Day celebrations
will surely add another feather to the
proud cap of Modern School Barakhamba
Road and as usual, never cease to amaze
The Blissful Band
each and every Indian present there on
the morning of 9th August.
Compiled by- Ms Rumpa Acharya Chaudhury

Supervised by- Ms Beeba Sobti
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